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EVALUATION REPORT

I. SUMMARY

The Literacy and Trowel Trades Project achieved a
number of successes, illustrated several design limitations
and produced recommendations that should facilitate
replication of the project in other, similar situations.

Among the successes of the project are the following:

1. The project served over 600 Trowel Trades Workers
in three locations -- New York, Chicago and Los Angeles --
by providing an assessment of their workplace literacy
skills and by providing instruction geared toward improving
individual basic workplace literacy skills.

2. The project developed an instrument useful to
assess individual workplace literacy skills. The instrument
was based on an audit of necessary, trade-based, literacy
skills in the workplace. It Vitas designed to examine the
target skills in an easy to administer and score format. It

produces diagnostic data by pinpointing areas of particular
strength and limitation for individual trowel tradesmen.
Also, it allows an instructor to assess progress that an
individual may be making when working on a particul4ir skill.

3. The project developed a BAC to Learning Workshop.
It was used successfully to recruit people into the program
as well as to help trowel tradesmen make decisions about
their future and become more comfortable with the notion or
returning to some type of educational endeavor.

4. The project produced information on the usefulness
of several delivery systems for providing basic workplace
literacy training to masonry workers. The data suggests
that at least one system is particularly well suited to the
difficulties inherent in working in the construction trades.

5. The program resulted in the implementation of the
Educational Assistance Program (EAP). The EAP was designed
by the International Masonry Institute (IMI) and the
International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen
(BAC) to enable members to continue their education beyond
basic workplace literacy, within accredited educational
institutions, if members so choose.

6. The program generated an Individual Learning Plan
(ILP) form and strategy to help instructors and participants
focus on career decisions. The ILP also served as a
learning contract for participants.



7. The program resulted in policy initiation within
IMI and BAC that made participation in the program, at least
the assessment, mandatory for new apprentices. Equally
important, interest in the project stimulated efforts to
expand literacy training to Canada. In addition the project
helped generate new efforts in the U.S. for English as a
Second Language (ESL) initiatives and topics to provide
training specifically related to safety issues where
workplace reading is particularly critical.

8. The program stimulated incorporat!on of workplace
literacy into instruction and instructor training and
resulted in adding new skills and courses to the list of
abilities expected to be practiced by trade instructors in
IMI schools throughout the United States. Teaching Basic
Literacy Skills has been added to the annual Trowel Trades
Instructor Training Program. In addition, in-service
training was created and provided to tho instructors who
were working with trainees involved with the literacy
program. Furthermore, and importantly, the project created
an awareness within IM1 trade instructors concerning the
importance of literacy with the result that IMI instructors
began to build workplace literacy topics into their on-going
teaching. They also came to realize that problems with
apprentice skills and behavior sometimes have roots in
problems with basic skills.

Several design limitations also were identified through
the course of the project. They fell into four basic
categories as follows:

1. Promotional problems: A number of strategies were
initiated as promotional strategies. Data suggested that
some of the strategies were effective; however, there is
need to concentrate on finding more effective ways to bring
tradesmen--particularly older tradesmen--into this type of
training.

2. Specific Materials: Available commercial materials
were used in each of the three delivery systems. Through
interviews with instructors and trainees, the project was
able to identify a number of weaknesses or limitations with
those materials and to generate suggestions for new
materials that should be developed.

3. Local Support: The project illustrated the
importance of a strong, continuing, consistent local
leadership support to achieve success. When local programs
experienced sporadic support, the project experienced
difficulties in attracting and keeping particlpants.

4. The Assessment Instrument: Even though the
assessment instrument is a strength of the project, it is

not available in all languages that are important within the
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Union. However, the formal provisions of the DOE award did
not allow for the ESL activity to convert the document into
Spanish or other languages. The instrument also does not
address all the workplace literacy skills that were
identified through the audit becduse funds and time
prevented its continuing refinement.

Recommendations: Based on project data, at least the
following recommendations are offered for future
consideration.

1. Develop specific trade-related materials for adult
workers in the trowel trades in math and reading.

2. Continue to work on reading issues and reading
curriculum within the safety arena, particularly to deal
with the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and other
regulations within the Federal Hazard Standard.

3. Continue to experiment with and expand promotional
activities to make literacy training more available to the
membership.

4. Find ways to draw local leadership into supporting
the project earlier and on a more continuing basis. Also,
continue use of local coordinators.

5. Provide specific ESL training as well as ESL
literacy training to the membership.

6. Involve trade instructors more directly in the
program. More specifically, and perhaps most importantly,
find ways to make instructors more responsible for literacy
training and enable them to provide it in an on-going basis
and in an on-going context within the regular training
program. Use video and tutoring efforts to supplement the
efforts.

7. Use de.ivery systems that allow for/use teamwork
for social support.

8. Continue using and refining the BAC to Learning
Workshop until it is a one-day activity.

9. Translate the assessment instrument into other
languages.

II. INTRODUCTION

Eleven objectives defined the scope of activity during
the eighteen month project. The basic project goal was to
assess and provide training for up to 600 apprentices and



journeymen in three cities: New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles. in addition, the delivery system in each of those
locations was to use different materials and different
techniques. Specifically, the New York effort was to use
computer-assisted instruction; the Chicago effort was to use
tutoring; and the Los Angeles effort was to use video
technology. The idea was to assess the relative merits of
each delivery system in terms of skill gains and member
participation. In addition, the project intended to assess
the usefulness of commercially available materials that fit
within each of those systems with the thought of expanding
the project across the United States.

The evaluation framework was a three-part design that
focused on impact, process and product. By impact, the
project meant the number of members who were involved In
trlinipg, as well as the skills, knowledge and attitudes
that were gained as a result of participating in the
training.

By product, the project meant the materials that were
produced, used and assessed as part of the Trowel Trades
Workplace Literacy Project. These included materials such
as the assessment instrument and the BAC to Learning
Workshop.

By process, the project meant the policy and procedures
through which the program was delivered to our members.
Components of the process evaluation included not only
policy and coordination, but also the support services
provided the clients as well as the administrative
arrangements associated with program activity.

The objectives for the project are displayed by type of
evaluaxion in Figure 1: Evaluation Design. Please note that
each type of evaluation had at least 3 specific objectives
focused on project activity. The data about outcomes for
the objectives constitute the remainder of this report.

IMPACT/OUTCOMES

Impact/outcomes dealt not only with the number of
members 'nvolved in the program, but also with the changes
in their ;kill levels and attitudes as a result of
participation.

A. Participation: A total of 615 apprentices and
journeymen participated in the Trowel Trades Workplace
Literacy project. The specific numbers, grouped by location
and by quarter of participation, are noted in Figure 2:
Participants. Please note that participation rates were
greatest toward the end of the project when word-of-mouth
promotion as well as the full-time local coordinators were
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Type of Evaluation

Figure 1: Evaluation Design

Objectives

Impact

Process

1. Provide assessment, counseling and literacy training for up
to 600 apprentices & journeymen.

2. Improve the literacy skillsin specific job-related areasof
participating trowel tradesmen.

3. Promote increasing productivity and career advancement by
favorably impacting the self-esteem and job satisfaction rat-
ings of participating trowel tradesmen.

4. Promote increased productivity by increasing awareness,
interest and ability of participating trowel tradesmen to pur-
sue continuing education and training.

5. Determine what strategies, procedures, and materials work
best to teach workplace literacy to trowel tradesmen.

6. Establish policy to encourage replication and expansion of
literacy training in the International Union.

7. Refine the procedures of the tested systems to match them to
the needs of participating trowel tradesmen on a continuing
basis.

Product

8. Test the relative effectiveness ;or construction tradesmen of
each of three proven systems for teaching literacy skills to
adults.

9. Develop an effective BAC to Learning tool to recruit trades-
men and make them more comfortatge about participating in
continuing training.

10. Produce technical assistance, counseling, tutoring, training
materials, and return to learning materials that can be used
throughout the United States in constniction to begin to ad-
dress workplace literacy in the trowel trades.

11. Develop an assessment instrument that accurately produces
diagnosis of individual workplace literacy skills so as to
target instruction.
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Figure 2: Program Participants

Participants
Total Asse;sed Trained

1st Quarter 87

New York 50 50

Chicago 20 20 - No Data Available

Los Angeles 17 17

2nd Quarter 158

New York 49 49

Chicago 22 22 No Data Available

Los Angeles 74 74

** Piney Point 13 13

3rd Quarter 108

New York 29 29 - 0 -

Chicago 18 18 - 0 -

Los Angeles 61 61 10

4th Quarter 262

New York 31 31 6

Chicago 130 130 37

Los Angeles 101 101 63

Totals 615 615 116

"Instruc;or Training Seminar in 1989, at Piney Point, Maryland, included participants
from each of the three locations.
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functional. Also note that this participation period was
during the cyclical "downtime" of the calendar year for
construction activity.

While the numbers of trowel tradesmen assessed exceeded
the goal of 600 set initially for the project, the number
who engaged in literacy training did not. However, the
increase in participation late in the project indicated that
the project was gaining momentum as it drew to a conclusion.
it also suggested that continuation of literacy activities
would be well-received by members, particularly in Los
Angeles and Chicago, where participation rates exceeded, by
significant amounts, the rates in New York City.

B. Skill Improvement and Attainment: Skills were
assessed in four major areas:

1. Writing and visuai representation
2. Mathematics
3. Reading
4. Problem Solving

These skills, and the specific competences within these
skills, were identified through a workplace literacy audit
conducted by the evaluation specialist. The specific
competency areas have been displayed in Figure 3: Skill
Gains. For example, the competency area for mathematics
includes: basic operations such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division; more complicated and
important functions such as working with decimal fractions,
calculating percentages, manipulating fractions, using mixed
numbers, finding common denominators, using number values,
measuring objects, converting units of measure; and critical
geometry skills such as finding perimeters, calculating
area, calculating volume, determining angles and finding
unknowns.

In addition to an initial assessment of every
participant, a 20% random sample of participants were
assessed again after being involved in training for 90 days
to determine what difference participation in the literacy
training activities had made. Figure 3 illustrates, for the
sample, the gain scores that resulted from participation.
Notice that only the areas of writing and visual
representation, mathematics and reading a-e included in the
chart because neither the tutorial sessions nor other (video
or computer-assisted) materials dealt specifically with
problem solving; therefore, the local coordinators decided
not to use that part of the assessment instrument in
conducting the post-test. Also note that the figure only
includes the scores for the areas in which the participants
received training. Their scores for other content areas
remained the same between pre-test and post-test.
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Figure 3: Skill Gains
licm. Pretest Rating Pasticataating

WRITING/VISUAL
REPRESENTATION

View
Proportion
Lines
Dimensions
Symbols
Writing

MATHEMATICS
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Decimal

Fractions

co Percentages
Fractions
Mixed Numbers
Common
Denominators

Number Values
Measurement
Conversion
of Units

Perimeter
Area
Volume
Angles
Unknowns

READING
Word Use
Specific Infor-

mation (Prints)
Specific Infor-

mation (in-
structions, lists,

tables)
Conclusions

Diagnosis Basic Work Review Satisfactory
Letters (0) (1) (2) (3)

L
_L

_L

_L _L 1__

_IL _i_
_IL .111.L_

Diagnosis Basic Work Review Satisfactory
Letters (0) (1) (2) (3)

_L

_L

_I__ _L
L__ _1_

_IL
__11_ _l-
id_ _L
IL

_L.

_l__ 11_
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Figure 3 includes the data from 22 apprentices and
journeymen. The data indicate that there were changes--
specifically gains--in participant competency levels in
several skills as a result of participation. In general,
each participant improved his/her achievement in two
competency areas during the period of instruction. The
highest concentration worked on manipulating functions and
mixed numbers, two highly critical workplace literacy
competencies.

More importantly, the 22 participants raised their
skills a total of 53 skill levels or roughly
two skill levels per participant ior the period of
participation. In other words, an average participant
improved from the "basic* to the "work" level in working
with fractions during the instructional period. Since each
level represented several "school-based-grade levels," a one
level skill gain in three months was a significant gain In
ability to perform the specific competency. However, please
note that the skill levels do not correspond directly to
school greide levels. In fact, the project's position is
that school grade levels are an inappropriate measure for
adult learners.

The finding that most participants improved In one
skill area at least one skill level, was fairly consistent
across locations and across Contont areas. However, the
possibility of determining the statistical significance of
gain scores was eliminated due to limited numbers of post
tests. An additional complicating factor that migrated
against producing statistical comparisons of galn scores was
the individualized and self-selecting design of classes:
some participants worked In literacy training c.11y one week
while others worked an entire quarter. However, note that
once a trowel tradesman became fully involved, he/she
remained involved for a period of weeks.

C. Self Esteem: The data on self esteem WAS
inconclusive. The assessment instrument contained Questions
related to self esteem as a function of internal and
external loss of control. However, between the pre-test and
the post-test, the results actually demorstrated a decrease
in scores that would indicate a growth In self-esteem on the
part of participants. While the finding was Possible, a
more likely explanation for the phenomenon was that trainees
provided a more honest appraisal of their skills and
attitudes during the post-test period, perhaps as a result
of participation. The more truthful appraisal stands in
contrast to tNe "norm of bravado" that seemed to prevail on
all pre-tests regarding those particular Questions.

Anecdotal information gathered from two sources
suggested that participation had a positive effect on self
esteem. First the individual career plans dealt with the
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issue of career growth. Through that process, many
participants indicated that they had given serious thought
to the direction of their careers, perhaps for the first
time since joining the trade. Second, self-reporting of
participants suggested very favorable attitudes about
themselves and their progress as a result of participation.
In addition, the increasing requests for more training
suggested substantial growth in self-confidence. One
participant even expressed that during lunch at the job
site, each day he wondered what he would learn when he had a
chance to get home that day and participate in the program.

IV. PRODUCT

Product evaluation dealt with several aspects of the
program including the assessment instrument, the actual
skill levels of participants, and the BAC to Learning
Workshop and the three delivery systems that were used to
provide training.

A. Assessment Instrument: Even though coordinators
score the outcomes, the assessment instrument was designed
so it could be used as an Individual, self-assessment. The
instrument provides an opportunity to learn as well as *
means to diagnose specific skills and limitations in the
workplace literacy areas. The instrument was developed and
validated using tradesmen and trades instructors within the
International Masonry and the International Union of
Bricklayers & Allied Craftsmen network. In addition, the
outcomes revealed by the assessment instrument correlated
highly with outcomes produced by a battery of skill
assessment instruments used by the Westchester BOCES, a
provider of related instruction to BAC members.

The initial instrument took approximately two hours to
complete. It was revised to take approximtely 1/3 as long
and to improve its diagnostic capability. The resulting
instrument provides skill assessment in four broad areas of
concern: representation (writing and visLal), mathematics,
reading and problem solving. Each question is keyed to
specific items that were discovered through the Workplace
Literacy audit conducted on job sites.

The questions are arranged from easiest to more
difficult and the scoring sheet and work provided by the
apprentice gives the assessor the opportunity to pinpoint
exactly the problems that the trainee is having in coping
with the material. The instrument also includes a
diagnostic sheet on which the assessor can report not only
how well a participant responds to particular areas of
questioning, but also can indicate the -trticular problems
that the participant may be experiencing. A copy of the
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instrument and the assessment sheet are included as Appendix
A at the back of this report.

B. Skill Level Findings: In general, the assessment
instrument provided useful information that could be
translated into learning aciivities for participants. Among
the findings of note were the following:

1. Most participants had a basic knowledge of
sketching and were able to communicate their ideas.
However, they had relatively little notion of the language
of lines, dimension or proportion. Further, most
participants wrote poorly or refused to participate in the
writing exercise.

2. Basic math operatiors of addition, subtraction
and multiplication were managed successfully by most
participants. However, beginning with division, many
participants experienced difficulty. By the time
participants progressed to Percentages and conversions
fewer than half could answer the problems correctly or could
illustrate an operational knowledge of the process that they
were to undertake in their work in order to answer the
problem correctly. Almost half of the participants even
missed questions on basic measurement using the ruler when
it came to determining the length of a line in fractions of
inches. Of equal concern, almost 80% of participants
experienced substantial difficulty in working with fractions
and approximately half of the participants could not
correctly work problems employing the geometry skills
necessary for the trowel trades.

3. The reading scores suggested that
participants were skilled at following specific
instructions. However, when in came to reading
specifications on prints; drawing conclus;,ns and finding
main ideas; or accurately reading graphs, tables and charts,
at least 35 per cent of the participants failed to readily
demonstrate "satisfactory" or "review" skili levels during
their initial assessment.

4. In terms of problem solving, the participants
perceived that the questions were difficult and often times
did not complete them. When the questions were completed,
questions that involved multiple step problems, or required
multiple stage calculations to produce an answer, were not
answered successfully by over 75 percent of the participants
in ..he initial assessment.

C. Delivery Systems: Three delivery systems were used
to provide instruction to participants in the program:
videotape technology, individual tutoring and computer-
assisted instruction. The findings regarding each delivery
system follow.
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I. Videotechnology - The videotechnology delivery
system was endorsed and supported by apprentices because it
best fit their needs in terms of their work schedule,
recreation schedule, responsibilities to their family and
their general mental attitude. Among the positive things
that were said about this particular system were Comments
like the following: it was a Joy not to have to go home,
get dressed and go back out In order to go to training; or
that they were able to look at the tapes AFTER getting their
children to bed at night; or that if they were particularly
tired on a given evening they did not have to look at the
tape that day, but were rather able to use it the next day.
Many participants who used this delivery system indicated
that they developed routines where they set aside time every
day or every other day to work with the particular tapes and
indeed begin to look forward to work with the tapes as a
normal part of their day or weekly activity.

Four particular problems with the video technolcNgy
were voiced by participants. First, they indicated a
difficulty with timeliness, in that there was some delay
between the time they would request a tape or indicate an
interest In the program and the time that tape was received.
importantly, that period of delay was reduced to just under
two weeks as the project progressed. However, participant
suggestions indicated that it would be helpful If the
"turnaround" were a matter of "a day or so rather than a
week or so." Second, apprentices indicated that it would be
helpful If they could use the tapes In pairs. Pairs would
allow for mutual social support, but would not cause
personal embarrassment. Third, apprentices indicated that
the tapes would be more useful If they were specifically
based on their particular trade or indeed on the trades In
general. Several participants suggested that the Union
should create workplace specific companion tapes. Last,
apprentices expressed some concern that parts of the tape
and indeed whole tapes were incorrectly matched to their
particular skill levels. This was a special problem to some
apprentices who needed review but may have gotten a more
basic tape than "review" level. Further, it suggests that
the tapes need to be indexed within each tape by skill
levels.

2. Tutoring - The tutoring delivery system was
perceived as being supportive by apprentices and as
providing fairly targeted materials to their needs.
However, apprentices viewed tutoring as inconvenient because
they had to leave home after work to meet with a tutor, even
though the site was supposedly a mutually convenient site.
Furthermore, participants suggested that the tutoring
program should routinely be group tutoring sessions so that
they have the opportunity to support one another. Several
participants also indicated that it took time to work out a
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useful relationship with a tutoo ...or that they tried more
than one tutor before they found someone they could work
with.

In general, apprentices indicated general satisfaction
with the materials used with the tutoring effort because the
materials wtre customed to fit each individual's skill
needs. Further, the more effective tutors worked with
apprentices to develop specific trade-based examples
(transfer of c)ncepts to new situations) to facilitate
mastery of the content. The numbers remained restricted in
tutoring because of the inconvenience of v;hedule. However,
the Chicago location did witness interest in the Educational
Assistance Program as an extension of literacy with a dozen
members choosing to participate. In add.tion, the Chicago
effort afforded IMI an opportunity io pilot the Idea of
incorporating some of the tutoring/training directly into
the on-going pre-job and related instruction apprentice
training. The success suggests that an expanded version of
a strategy where IMI instruotors zffer literacy training as
part of the on-going apprenticeship program warrants further
exploration.

3. Computer-Assisteu Instruction - The computer-
assisted delivery system was the least successful of the
three delivery systems. Participants indicated a continuing
fear of using the computer and a continuing dissatisfaction
with the available software materials that could be used to
teach basic literacy. Even though the instructor in this
particular situation attempted to use computer games to
overcome participant fear, and to some extent was
successful, it remained a problem throughout the program.
However, the greater problem seemed to be that the software
available within the CCP system was juvenile enough to be
"off-puttinr:" to adult learners. Moreover, it held little
relevance to workplace literacy needs and skills. Late in
the project, the computer-assisted program secured computer-
assistM design software that was relevant to the trade,
desigled for adults and dealt with issues like reading
blueprints. The result was an increase in participation.

Of note with each of the three systems was a
continuing suggestion that there is need to develop English
as a Second Language (ESL) matcrials to use in any type of
workplace literacy training in the construction trades.

D. BAC To Learning Workshop - A total of 14 BAC to
Learning Workshops were conducted across the United States.
In total, 157 participants representing all the
International Union trades except cement mason participated
in the programs. The majority of participants had been
involved in the trade four to six years. However, the range
of trade involvement extended from first-year-apprentices to
journeymen-masons with over forty years in the trade.
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The evaluation of the PAC to Learning Workshop was
positive with 98% of the participants indicating that they
would and did recommend participation to other members.

The BAC to Learning Workshops began in the spring and
continued throughout the remainder of the project. However,
none were held in the late summer/early fall due to
scheduling confusion; unfortunately, the confusion resulted
in missed opportunities for tradesmen to participate in the
program because this was the time period when the program
began to gain momentum and the time period when construction
activity traditionally slows down.

The BAC to Learning Workshop was two dsys long and was
conducted by two trainers--one of whom was a trade
instructor--the other of whom was an instructor at a local
community college. The presenters of the rAc to Learning
Workshop were trained in two-day sessions in each location
by CAEL developers of the program. The training sessions
included modeling, participation in the workshop and
practice conducting various segments of the workshop.

The BAC to Learning Workshop was an innovative and
successful design. It was based on the premise of looking
at the entire person from a wellness perspective. Workplace
illiteracy was not a sickness or a disability rather,
"wellness" acknowledged that participants had usei their
various attributes to cope with literacy problems. . . and
could use these same attributes to master new Workplace
Literacy SKiliS. Primary in this perspective was the
information on multiple intelligences that celebrated the
positive contributions of all skills of adults. The BAC To
Learning Workshop included topics such as multiple
intelligence, setting individual goals, adult learning,
making decisions about educational programming and looking
for assistance.

In general, participants viewed participation very
fevorably as illustrated in Figure 4: Evaluation of BAC to
Learning workshops. As noted in that figure, the vast
mujority of participants rated every item as useful or very
useful on their evaluation forms. Only two items, the
ability oF the workshop to provide information on how to
study, and the ability of the workshop to help individual
participants to decide what to study were viewed as not very
useful by as large a group as ten percent of the total
participants. Perhaps even more important, well over 90% of
the participants viewed as useful and very useful workshop
activities that dealt with building their confidence, giving
them encouragement, and helping them come to understand that
they could deal successfully with new opportunities to
learn. The only complaint was the difficulty in giving up
either two consecutive Saturdays or the pay for a workday
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Figure 4: BAC to Learning Workshop Evaluation *

Workshop Issufi Pimntastigh.licipmatL.whaAgreLwith_Camment

1. Learning about
your skills

2. Learning about
your interests

3. Learning about
your values

4. Learning about
yourself

5. Providing information
on basic skills

6. Providing information
about different types
of intelligence

7. Providing information
about advising and
support services
available to adults

8 Providing information
about the availability
of prior learning
assessment

9. Providing information
about how to study

10. Providing information
about how to manage
time

11. Providing information
about how adults learn

12. Helping to clarify your
goals

13. Helping you make
decisions

14. decision about taking
additional training /
education

Not Useful
At All

Not Very
Useful

Useful Very
Useful

1 5 70 24

1 8 67 24

1 7 56 36

1 5 65 29

1 6 62 31

1 4 59 36

1 4 53 42

1 5 63 31

1 13 67 10

1 8 68 23

1 6 69 24

2 9 64 25

1 9 64 26

1 5 58 36



15. Helping you decide what
to study

16. Helping you feel more
comfoeable with the
idea of returningt to
school/training/education

17. Helping you feel
confident about your
abilities

18. Helping you feel
confident about your
decisions

19. Helping you feel that as
an adult learner you
are not alone

20. Giving you encouragement

* N = 157 Trowel Tradesmen

1 13 63 23

1 5 51 43

1 6 57 36

1 6 57 36

1 5 51 43

1 5 54 40
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plus a Saturday to participate. Therefore, participants
suggested that future workshops be compressed into a single
day.

The idea of multiple intelligences and accompanying
coping skills turned out to be a powerful concept. Not only
was the idea legitimated through the BAC to Learning
Workshops, but also IMI instructors found that participants
typically used these "other" intelligences when attacking
new content and learning/relearning literacy skills.
Moreover, the project demonstrated for IMI instructors just
how many different ways there are to teach adults and how
many different ways adults process information.

V. PROCESS

The process evaluation involved the actual
administration and operation of the program. It dealt
specifically with evaluating promotional activities,
administrative activities, support se,rvices and policy.

A. Promotion: Promotion proved to be one of the
limitations of the project. Over time, the best promotional
activity was found to be "word-of-mouth" from participant
(union member) to participant (union member).

A number of nromotional strategies were implemented
and assessed including the BAC to Learning Workshop,
newspaper articles, presentations to local union meetings,
direct mailing and brochures. In general the BAC to
Learning Workshop was found to be fairly useful as a
recruiting tool. However, the other tools, particularly the
brochure, the letter and the union presentations had little
effect. The union presentations seemed to miss the
audience. The direct mailing was not read, perhaps because
it did not come from the local leadership. The brochure was
perceived to be too difficult to read, too cluttered, too
hard to find the main point and too long. More importantly,
it had little visual appeal and the evidence clearly
suggests that this audience is one of visual learners.

The .wo promotional strategies that proved most
successful were "word-of-mouth" advertising by partic.ints
to other union members and active solicitation by the local
coordinator, particularly at the Jobsite and with
contractors and foremen. When these two strategies were
used, participation rates greatly increased. Further, over
time, project staff concluded that more effort needed to be
undertaken to generate interest at the worksite, to elicit
the strong and continuing support of local leadership, and
to find ways to get the message to the membership In ways
that they saw. Suggestions that came from participants late
in the project period included billboards and/or local radio
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advertisements in combination with notices In the union
newspaper and their pay envelopes. However, key to any
successf0 strategy was the realization that recruitment had
to embrace and be supported by the local union leadership.

2. Coordinators: Project activity suggested clear
preference for local coordinators in developing and running
the program. While the national director helped to
establish policy, he was relatively ineffective In
generating local leadership support, in recruiting people
into the program, or in insuring that the delivery of
services beyond assessment took place. When the project
moved from a national director to a national
manager/coordinator in conjunction with a series of local
coordinators, one per site, the number of participants
increased dramatically and the skill level acquisition of
participants increased concomitantly.

3. Individualized Educational Plans: The project
developed individualized Learning Plans for each
participant. When these plans were developed and
implemented by the locai coordinator, they served as
learning contracts between the participant and the service
provider. As a contract, the participants clearly
understood their responsibliities since they work under
collectively bargained contracts. As a result,
participation increased when these learning contracts were
used. A copy of the contract is included as Exhibit 6 in
this report. Participants indicated that they liked the
fact that it served as a record, a guarantee, and a
decision-making tool.

4. Instructor Training: An important piece of the
process was continuing in-service training provided to the
local coordinator as a strategy to improve literacy
training. The in-service training took place in Washington
and on-site and enabled coordinators not only to rapidly and
accurately score the assessments and fill cut the
individualized education plans, but also to work effectively
with local service providers, to keep the records, to
maintain the audit trail on expenditures and to implement
the policy as it was created at the nationa: level.
Further, the importance of the in-service activity was
carried over into IMI's Annual Instructor Development
program, where providing for basic literacy skills has
become an on- oing class available to every instructor in
the international Masonry Institute's North American cadre
of instructors.

S. The Educational Assistance Program: Before the
workplace literacy initiative, the Educational Assistance
Program had been included as a part of the IMI Master Plan
for Training. However, even though the design was in place,
the initiative had never been implemented. The Trowel
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Figure 5: Individual Learning Plan (ILP)

A. PERSONAL DATA

Name

Address

City/State/Zip Code

Phone NumbersHome/Other

B. WHAT I WANT TS) LEARN

1. I'd like to develop my multiple intelligences:

language
spatial
bodily

logical-mathematical
musical
personal

2. I'd like to improve my skills in the craft:
(Note: all of these may not be available through yote local or IM1 training
program.)

bricklaying
stone masonry
cement masonry
pointing, cleaning, caulking
mosaics
ornamental plastering
refractories
insulation
drafting and plan making
architecture
other construction related areas

tilesetting
plastering
marble masonry
terrazzo
restoration
panelization
stone carving
blueprint reading
foreman/supervisor skills
estimating

_ other (specify)

3. I'd like to improve my basic skills in these areas:

readirig
computation
speaking and listening
speaking and understanding
English

19
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4. Some other areas I'd enjoy learning more about or am interested in are:

a.

b.

C.

d.

C. WAYS TO FURTHER LEARNING

1. I'd like to work on my basic skills.

2. lid like to get a GED

3. I'd like to take an IMI-sponsored course:
I want to learn

4. I'd like to take a course at a local school or college related to
the masonry trade.

5. I'd like to take a course at a local school to learn about something
not related to the trowel trades.

6. I'd like to explore ways to learn outside the classroom (at home, at
my own pace, when and where I want to).

7. I'd like to find out if I can get credit for learning I've gotten outside
the classroom.

8. I'd like to get a college degree.

9. I'd like to discuss my options and concerns with a counselor.

D. MY PLANS FOR FURTHER LEARNING

1. My current learning goal is:
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2. What are some problems or obstacles I might run into?

3. What help do I need and where can I get it?

4. What steps I will take to achieve my goal:

Step When

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

The Learning Plan has been reviewed by me.

Member Signature Date

BAC to Learning Counselor Signature Date

IMI Facilitator Signature Date
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Counselor/Advisor Comments:

Approved Activity:

Copies to: BAC Member
BAC to Learning Counselor

Original to: I.M.L
823 - 15th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

Follow-up:
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Trades Workplace Literacy program resulted In implementation
of the Educational Assistance Program so that participants
who chose to continue aeyond the basic literacy training
could in fact continue their schooling with the financiLl
support of the ,nternational Masonry Institute. The program
reimburses a portion of tuition and books for participnnts
who register and successfully complete tn . ling in approved
institutions throughout North America.

About a dozen participants continued their literacy
training--or began tdieir training at a mOre advanced
and took advantage of this new opportunity. Participants
uniformly suggested that it was a good idea for them to
continue their schooling--in some insta4ces toward a GED,
and other instances toward a college degree. Incidentally,
these 10-12 people are not counted In the totals for service
on Figure 2 because they were maintained In a separate cost
category. It was a leveraged ser-fice for the project.

e. Policy: Program policy evolved over time such
that participation in the literacy assessment became
mandatory with all new apprentices. However, the intake
assessment was moved, as a result of participant suggestions
from an initial intaike instrument to one that cocurred after
the apprentice had been In school for several lays or a
week. This enabled the apprentice to become familiar with
the routine in the school, to come to know the instructor
and to gain support from that staff person as welt as their
Peers when the time came to take the assessment and to begin
literacy training if that's what they chose to do.

Another important policy finding related to the
Project had to dc with the difficulty of apprentices getting
started in the program. The project found that when
apprentices expressed desire to be involved, the longer the
delay betveen expressing the desire and the actual
implementation of training, the less likely the apprentice
was ta continue that training. This was a particular
problem with the video technology where initially a number
of weeks lapsed between indication of derire to participate
and receipt of initial videos. However, over time, that
length of time was shortened from a number of weeks to two
weeks or less. There is a continuing desi s to shorten that
Period of time even further, such that it might only be a
day or two between the time an individual Educational Plan
is completed and the time an apprentice takes home the tape.
In fact, in the best case scenario, the coordinator would
simply hand the seiecced Woe to the apprentices that
complete the individual elucational plan and begin the
Process.

7. Counselors: Counselors were used to help
Participants complete individualized Learning Plans, to
discuss educational goals, and to explore educational



options in the geographic area. They turned out to be an
underutilized resource because participants did not seek
them out; ccunselors were located within local community
colleges and were viewed by participants as logistically
inconvenient and somewhat detached from the work-a-day,
blue-collar world. As a result, the trade instructors
assumed more of this role as the project progressed. Even
though trade instructors were not professionally trained,
they had credibility with the participants that made their
counseling efforts effective.

8. Partnership Coordinationt Coordination between
partners worked in spite of the differences that exist
between business/industry and education. Two strategies
that helped considerably were: A) the Memo of Understanding
in which the duties/responsibilities of each partner were
articulated and ratified; and 13) the Executive committee for
the project on which a senior official from each partner
meet to set program policy and resolve problems. Even so,
there remained some difficulty in fully integrating
accounting systems and in staying In touch (due to
complications of distance and schedule).

9. Support Systems: Construction and union culture
emphasize the importance of team work as a type of social
support. The importance of this idea was emphasized in the
project as participants reacted cautiously, if not
negatively, to individualized learning in each of the three
delivery systems. Participants consistently indicated a
preference for using the learning materials in teams. The
idea was one of social support, not group training. There
were even reports that the tutoring delivery system worked
only because that location adopted a team method to service
delivery and abandoned individual tutoric2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the findings suggest that the Trowel
Trades Workplace Literacy project was a success. A number
of apprentices and journeymen participated in the program.
The majority of them experienced skills gains in particular
competency areas of concern. The majority of instructors
&nd participants suggested that their participation had been
valuable, and continued to recommend it to other members.
Indeed there is a continuing interest within the union to
expand the literacy program and a Canadian as well as U.S.
initiative is underway. The project also resulted in at
least three very useful products: a workplace literacy
diagnostic assessment instrument; an individualized learning
plan format and procedure; and a BAC to Learning Workshop
that can be used to recruit and train members of all ages
about the opportunity of continuing training.
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The specific recommendations growing from the project
are as follows:

1. Develop specific math and reading trade-
related materials for adults in the trowel trades.

2. Continue to work on reading issues and reading
curriculum, particularly within the safety arena to deal
with the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and other
regulations within the Hazard Communication Standard of the
Federal Government.

3. Continue to experiment with and expand
promotional activities to make the project more available to
the membership.

4. Find ways to bring the support of local
leadership into the project earlier, and on a more
continuing basis. Also continue using the idea of local
coordinators.

5. Provide ESL and workplace specific ESL
training.

6. Involve trade instructors more directly in the
program. More specific-11y, and p,rhaps most-importantly,
find ways to improve instructor skills and use trade
instructor skills to teach the literacy skills to trainees.
Make them more responsible for literacy training and make
them more able to provide it in an on-going basis in an on-
going context within the regular trainkig program.
Supplement instructor classroom efforts with a combination
of video training and tutoring efforts.

7. Use delivery systems that allow for/use teamwork
for social support.

8. Continue refining the BAC to Learning Workshop
until it is a one-day activity.

9. Translate the assessment instrument into other
languages.
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1 DEIG6Tifir7reiiiiiiTyre
823 FIFTEENTH ST.. N.W.. WASHINGTON. 0.0 20005

\

202/783-3908

Date:

WORKPLACE LITERACY ASSESSMENT

General Information

Name:

Address:

City/State/Zip Code:

I.U. Number Date of Union Initiation:

Local Union Number Branch of Trade:

Phone Numbers (Home/Other):

Year of Birth:

Gender. Male Female

Ethnic Group: Caucasian Black Asian Hispanic

Native American (Indian, Eskimo, Aleutian) Other

Education and Training

Please check all levels of education and training in which you have participated.

Some High School

High School Grad/GED

Technical/Trade School

Business Training

Apprenticeship

Trade Specialty Courses

Some College/University

College Grad/2 years

College Grad/4 years

Advanced Degree
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I. Writing/Sketching

1) Draw and dimension this object from V- e twin view in the provided space. Po not spend over
3 minutes on the drawing.
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2) Match the symbug with the material it represents on plans.

r=7,77-7,;;?-
VA

11111111

4
2

t,.q 17.;
4 -

A
t'

.

D.

a) brick

b) tile

c) concrete block

d) plaster

e) concrete

f) cut stone

g) glass block

3) Ple...$e circle the letter of the sentence (either "a" or "b") that best expresses how you feel. There
are no tight or wrong answers

a. There is no such thing as luck; what happens to me results from my own actions.

b. Sometimes I don't understand how I can have such poor luck.
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4) A friend of yours is considering joining the union and applying for a masonry apprenticeship.
Write him or her a letter explaining why it is a good idea aid what to do next. Use the bottom
of the page to write the letter. Do not worry if it is messy, if you misspell words, or you need to
scratch out lines. Do not spend over 10 minutes writing the letter.

,



5) Writing Information

Do you write any of these? I do this. I'd liks to ao tnis better.

forms (pensions, insurance, tax)

letters (to friends, complaints)

notes to child's school/family/
union members

writing for self (stories, songs, opinions)

other (specify)

II. Mathematics

Directions: Answer the following problems. SHOW YOUR WORK

6) 6, 213 feet
392 feet

10,451 feet
+ 62 feet

7) 1/2 in. + 3 3/8 in. =

8) .5 lbs + 3/4 lbs =

9) 1/8" + 3/8" + 7/8" =



10) $

98.15

11) 3 1/2 - 1 3;16 =

12) 12 1/4" - .6" =

13) 10.23 yards
x 1.4 yards

14) 3/16 x 1/2 =

15) 8 3/8' x .25' =

16) 62 1-1540
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17) 6 5/16 + 3/16 =

18) 318 + 3/16 =

19) 1/2 = /8 (what fraction?)

20) .15 = (what fraction?)

21) 3/8 = (what decimal?)

22) 87% of 55 =

23 45% of = 18 (what number?)

24) 15/21 = 17 (what fraction?)
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25) 66/9 = (what mixed number?)

26) Round off 2.47 to the nearest tenth:

27) Fmd the lowest common denominator of: 2/8, 9/10 and 7/16

28) Which number is > 27?

a) 25
b) 27
c) 29
d) 11

29) What does ± 2" mean?

Use the ruler to determine the following measurements.

30) 0 to B =

31) A to B =

32) D to E = -

0 A

3 6

B C D E



33) 14 feet = yds

34) 110 inches = feet

35) 16 yds = inches

36) Please circle the letter of the sentence (either "a" or "b") below that best expresses how you feel.
There is no right or wrong answer.

a. With luck like it is, many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that happen
to me.

b. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an important role in my life.

37) What is the perimeter of this figure?

le-43.

38) What is the area of this figure?

20'

-

1

6

30 *1

`-c I

.3 ,...,,



39) What is the volume of this figure?

40) If angle J is 105 degrees, how large is angle K?

41) How long is sidge "H"?

12"

-

K

J L

M

1
16" I



42) Please circle the letter of the sentence (either "a" or "b") below that best expresses how you feel.
Tigre is no right or wrong answer.

a) My getting a good job or promotion in the future will depend a lot on my being lucky.

b) When I get a good job, it is always a direct result of my own skills and efforts.

43) Number information

What math do you use? do this

checking/payslips
checking bills/bank statements
measurement/rulers
dealing with credit/loans/mortgages
arithmetic ( + - x + )
fractions
decimals
using a calculator
other (specify)

III. Reading

44) Directions:

I'd like to
do this baler

On the following page is a sample of a new kind of test. It was made by copying a few para-
graphs from a book. About every sixth word was left out of the naragraphs and blank spaces
have been put where the words were taken out. Your job is to guess what word was left out of
each space and to writc that word in that space. It will help you in taking the test if you remem-
ber these things:

a) Write only one word in each blank.
b) Try to fill every blank. Don't be afraid to guess.
c) You may skip hard blanks and come back to them when you have fmished.
d) Wrong spelling will not count against you if we can tell what word you meant.
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The term "union" means joining together for a common

and purpose. The International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen

(BAC) is such a joining together. Its purpose, at the beginning of

ConstitOon, is to "unite into one body, for mutual protection and benefit, all

members of the Maso Craft . . ."

One of the oldest American unions, the BAC

the inheritor of the craft tradition which stretches back the

Middle Ages in to the ancient civilizations Rome,

Greece, and Egypt. Bricklayers this guild tradition

North America. As the new liation and prospered, they began to

for their common good.

Early organizmg trade unions in the U.S.

Canada was difficult common law at that time that

organizing workers to obtain wages was illegal. A number of persons

convicted before this legal began to crumble in

early 1800's By the 1830's, in the United States were

free to organize, and bricklayers other building

craftsworkers trade unions in a number of . Through thcir

efforts, the 10-hour became common for the trades in

most cities.

The victory was , however, by the financial of

1837. During the 12 of depression which trade =ions

were non-existent. This taught the American labor movement one of it; first great

lessons that the craftsworkers and their unions are hurt the most by economic disasters.
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45) What is the specified minimum rating of the floor slab concrete on the following print?

a) 3,000 p.s.i.
b) 3.500 p.s.i.
c) 2,500 p.s.i.
d) 3,000 p.s.f.

46) What size concrete block is used on the larger room of the structure for the following print.

a) 10"
b) 8"
c) 12"
d) 16"

47) What is the inside dimension of the longest side of the building on the following print?

a) 68' 8"
b) 81' 0"
c) 77' 0"
d) 71' 8"
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48) From the following chart, what is the performance range of ultraglaze 4000?
a) -80F to +190F
b) -80F to +400F
c) -80F to +300F
d) -62F to +88F
e) -62F to +204F

49) If you had to complete the job for the building to be used within the least available time,
which material would you use?
a) ultraglaze 4200
b) ultraglaze 4000
c) construction 1200
d) cannot be determined from the chart

TvDical ProDerties
PROPERTY ULTRAGLAZE4200

TWO-PART SEALANT
ULTRAGLAZENOCIO

TWO-PART SEALANT
CONSTRUCTION1200T"

SEALANT

SUBSTRATE ADHESION GE must perform substats tests to
confirm optimum adhesion foi each

structurally 6....zed project

GE must perform substrate tests to
confirm optimum adhesion for each

structurally glazed prefect

GE must perform substrate tests to
confirm optimum adhesion for each

structurally glazed project

DYNAMIC JOINT MOVEMENT t25% +50% ±25%

TOOUNG TIME 1C Minutes 45 Minutes 2 - 3 Minutes

TACK-FREE TIME (Per Fed
Spec TT-S-001543A 1 1/2 Hours 2 1/2 Hours 1 Hour

CURE TIME
(2" x 1/4° bead @ 75F) 3 1/4 Hours 5 - 7 days 5 - 7 days

COLOR Black Black Black

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE
(Minimum) +40F (4C) +40F (4C) +40F (4C)

PERFORMANCE RANGE -80F to +300F
(-62C to +149C)

-80F to +190F
(-62C to +88C)

-80F to +400F
(-62C to +204C)

HARDNESS (Shore A)
(ASTM D2240) 45 35 35

TENSILE ADHESION
(H-Section) 120 psi 100 psi 120 psi

SAG/SLUMP (ASTM C639) 0 2 (maximum) 0 1'

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1 36
(mixed compound)

1 38 1 07

STORAGE LIFE (Below 80F) 6 Months 12 Months 12 Months

CURE METHOD Neutral Neutral Acetoxy

PACKAGING 50-gallon Drum Kits
(570 lbs )

i 0 3 fl oz Cartridges
2-gallon P.,ils
5-gallon Pails

10 3 fl oz Cartndges
5-gallon Pails

50-gallon Drums



50) What general trend may be inferred from the following graph?

a) demand has increased for all masonry materials in the last three years
b) flat periods of demand are typical in the construction trades
c) demand for concrete will never again equal demand for tile
d) marble is the greatest area of growth in the industry

51) Based on the following graph, appr:snimately how much marble was specified for 1987?

a) 100,000 square feet
b) 400,000 square feet
c) 325,000 square feet
d) 175,00 square feet
e) 150,000 square feet

52) According to the following graph, what material showed the greatest increase in materials use for
the period from 1986 to 1987?

a) tile
b) brick
c) concrete
d) marble

Exhibit 1: Demand for Masonry Materials

Amount of Materials
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53) According to the following Table of Contents, on what page does "Layout of Solid Brick Walls"
begin?

54) According to the following Table of Contents, on what page would the best information on how
to remove paint from brick begin?

Table of Contents
Section 5.0: Walls

UNIT 5.1 CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

Laying Out the Wall 181

Laying Up the First Course 182
Laying Up Units 184
Finishing the Joints 184
Cleaning Finished Work I 8o

UNIT 5.2 LAYOUT OF SOLID BRICK WALLS

Wall Thickness 187
Par-7. Bond 188
Bonding 188
Wall Layout 189

Sin: Wythe Walls, American Bond
8" American Dond
8" American Bond, Header Course
8" English Bonti
8" Flemish Bond
12" American Bond
12" English Bond
16" American Bonz;
16" English and Flemish Bond
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55) Given the following directions, how long must the coat be kept damp for curing purposes?
a) 12 hours
b) 24 hours
c) 36 hours
d) 48 hours

56) According to the fellowing directions, after applying the first coat, what operation should you
next perform?
a) scratch or roughen ale surface
b) wet the surface
c) allow the coat to sit for a period of time
d) apply the second coat
e) clean the surface

Steps Used to Apply Mortar Coats

a) Excavate earth to provide a work area.

b) Brace earth to prevent accidental slides, if necessary.

c) Brace the walls if they are not anchored to the floor above or may be damaged by the
pressure used applying coats.

d) Fill cracks, voids and irregularities larger than 1/4".

e) Clean the surface of substances that might reduce bonding.

0 Fog spray the sarface to dampen the wall as work progresses.

g) Apply a 1/4" thick coat of material, forcing it onto the surface as a compacted coat.

h) Scratch or roughen the surface with a wire brush or other tool as the first coat sets to provide a
mechanical key for the second coat.

i) Allow the first coat to set, usually between 12 to 24 hours.

j) Fog spray the surface with water as the work progresses.

k) Apply a second coat.

1) Keep the coat damp until it cures, usually 48 hours.



57) If you completed and submitted the following form on 10 April 1990, when is the first possible
month you might receive a check?
a) April
b) May
c) July
d) August

58) Why do you think that a copy of both your marriage license and proof of your wife's age is
required?
a) because you get more money if you are married
b) because your wife also gets a check
c) because the amount of pension you draw is based on your age And that of your wife
d) because your wife also has rights under the pension law

59) Since the pension plan is available only to those BAC members who no longer work, what do
you suppose would happen if you went back to work part-time in the industry?
a) nothing
b) benefits would be suspended
c) benefits received to date would have to be paid back
d) additional cr tributions would be added on my behalf

PENSION APPLICATION
Please read the Bricidayws& Trowel Trades Intemational Penton Fund/Canada Booklet before completing the appkcaton This form must
be submeted al least two months in *Na no. of the first rush for which pensbn benefits NA payabhp
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AtliEfIDOP SWIM

IOAt CI LAW DIROYEA

/NE' CODY LAW AWN FOR MAW

WE' VARY SMUT ADOP11111 aTv

Date contributions to this Pension Fund were lust made on your behalf

To to aartla kr a prom you .oral how al lasal Ian rots d wadded 11111OOP
anO comfit...km tor 1203 KOS CA MOM. RAAII hey. Non maN as yoke tenon
'Moil Won Oa tip* 31 prom lot Own route aFothg
I 0 110mal Parson 3 0 0160111y Pardon
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IV. Problem Solving

60) List as many positive messages about masonry as you can generate, based upon the following
news story.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

o

g)

There is a widespread belief that the problem with masonry is that it's
too expensive that masonry materials cost too much up front, and
that using skilled union labor drives up the cost of consmction. But
the truth is that masonry is not necessarily more expensive than its
competitors. For example, in the commercial market, pre-cast
concrete and glass are both initially more expensive than brick and
block walls. But just as important, such products may be more
expensive to maintain and to heat and cool. Thus, over the life of a
building, masonry's advantages increase. In the residential market,
where walls account for only about fivt percent of the cost of a house,
building with wood or brick makes hardly any difference in the total
cost. We can help the industry make the point that masonry is often
less expensive, and is always a better value for the dollar, because of
the materialF used and the craftsmanship that goes into masonry
installation.
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61) A case of tiles contains 50 tiles and costs $9.50. Each tile measures 7" square including its 1/4"
grout joint. What size cut will be required at the fat side of a 20' room if a whole tile is used to
start the course on the near side? Show your work.

Answer:

62) Assume you make $21.72 per hour and you work a 40 hour week. Federal taxes and social
security take a combined total of 32 percent of your gross wages. Union dues, pension and
health contributions take 5 percent of your gross wages. What is your take home pay each week?
Show your work.

Answer:

63) Please circle the letter of the sentence (either "a" or "b") that best expresses how you feel. There
is no right or wrong answer.

a) In my case, getting what I want has littic or nothing to do with luck.

b) It is not always wise for me to plan too far ahead tecause many things turn out 11 be a matter
of good or bad luck anyhow.
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64) What is the most positive, logical inference about successful future strategies that can be made
from the following passage?

a) We can emphasize quality, research, and new markets as a way to revitalize the industry.
b) If we have 6% of the market with almost no promotion, effective promotion should expand

the market sham to at least 7 or 8%.
c) Advertising costs a great deal of money.
d) The U.S. industry has fallen behind the industry in Europe because of neglect of public

attitudes.

Masonry now has about a 70% to 80% share of the residential building market in such
countries as France, West Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands. By contrast,
masonry has only about a 20% share of the residential market in the U.S. and Canada.
In Europe, masonry's share of the market has been growing, while in North America
it has been declining.

In Europe, builders sell quality. In North America they sell style. The emphasis on
quality a 'Tars to have worked well in Europe. Although there was a period when
Europeans saw masonry construction as outmoded, this is no longer the case.

In Europe there is a greater emphasis on research. The United Kingdom, The
Netherlands, and France all have well-funded national masonry research centers.
The French program, for example, is funded at the rate of one percent of industry pay.

Overall, masonry's share of the North American construction market is only about
six percent. This is not surprising, considering the industry's lack of investment in
its growth and promotion of the industry. For example, today masonry spends only
about .02% of its sales volume in advertising as compared to non-masonry construc-
tion products that spend about 3% of their sales on promotion. However, promotion
is very expensive. For example, a full-page color ad in Time magazine costs over
$17,000 and a 30 second T.V. commercial on the evening news can cost upwards of
$70,000.
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65) Reading Information.

Do you read any of these? I 66 this

newspapers

books/magazines

signs

instructions

bulletin board

written materials (union/thild's school)

dictionary/reference books

other (specify)
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